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An effective-colloid pair potential for Lennard-Jones
colloid–polymer mixtures
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We propose an effective one-component model that accurately reproduces the colloid–colloid radial
distribution functiongcc(r ) of a colloid–polymer mixture. The particles of this effective model
interact through an effective potentialueff(r ), obtained by inversion of the Ornstein–Zernike
equation and a closure suited for fluids with repulsive cores. The consistency of this approach was
tested by simulation of the effective one-component fluid and comparison to the original radial
distribution function. The effective potential can be separated into a repulsive part~corresponding to
the ‘‘bare’’ pair potential between colloids!, and a depletion potential,v(r ). The strength and range
of v(r ) are well represented by simple functions of the total volume fraction. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1533787#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two colloidal particles interacting through a purely r
pulsive potential may experience an attractive force wh
suspended in a macromolecular fluid due to deplet
forces.1 These depletion forces are important because t
introduce a mechanism for inducing phase separation
flocculation in systems without ‘‘bare’’ attractive forces2

Among these systems, colloid–polymer mixtures~CPM!
have been studied by a diversity of theoretical,3,4 experi-
mental,5–7 and simulation8,9 methods.

The depletion forces are well known from the theory
liquids since the work of Asakura and Oosawa, arising fr
volume exclusion effects.1 From this perspective, the deple
tion forces between colloids are entropically driven inter
tions that can be obtained by intergrating out the degree
freedom of the macromolecular component. By employ
hard-sphere models for colloid–polymer mixtures, Eva
et al. have used a density functional theory approach to m
highly asymmetric mixtures to an effective one-compon
potential for the colloids.6 Their approach is exact when th
size ratioq5Rg /Rc,0.1547, whereRg is the radius of gy-
ration of the polymer andRc is the radius of the colloids.

Another approach is that of Louis and co-workers,9–12

based on the inversion of radial distributions functio
~RDF! g(r ) for the centers-of-mass of colloids and polym
chains. Through inversion of the Ornstein–Zernike~OZ!
equation with a hypernetted chain~HNC! closure, they ar-
rived at effective potentials for the polymer–polymer a
polymer–colloid interactions in a binary CPM, and obtain
the phase diagram for these coarse-grained models
Gibbs–Ensemble Monte Carlo simulations.13

In this work we take an additional step in the coar
graining hierarchy and show that an effective, on
component potential for colloids suspended in a CPM can
defined. Instead of the HNC closure, we use a different
that is better suited to potentials with strong repulsive co

a!Electronic mail: depablo@engr.wisc.edu
2390021-9606/2003/118(5)/2392/6/$20.00
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The effective one-component system radial distribution,
tained by Monte Carlo simulation, is compared to that of t
colloids in the original CPM. Finally, the effective potenti
is analyzed into its repulsive and attractive parts, and
dependence of the strength and range of the effective de
tion potential with composition are analyzed.

II. SIMULATION OF THE COLLOID–POLYMER
MIXTURE

The system under study is a mixture of spherical collo
and polymer chains, each chain consisting ofL spherical
monomers. The basic interactions are the three pair po
tials between the colloids and monomer units@ucc(r ),
ucm(r ), umm(r )] and the bonding potential for neighborin
monomers in a chain,ub(r ).

All these interactions are purely repulsive. The nonbon
ing interactions are of the Lennard-Jones~LJ! type, truncated
and shifted at the minimum,

uab~r ;sab ,eab!54eabS S sab

r D 12

2S sab

r D 6D1eab ;

r ,21/6sab ,

uab~r ;sab ;eab!50; r>21/6sab . ~1!

Parameterss ande represent a characteristic rangesab and
strengtheab . The bonding energy of interaction betwee
monomers is a repulsive function of harmonic form,

ub~r ;smm,kh!5kh~r 221/6smm!2/2. ~2!

In this work we have set the chain length toL5100, and
the elastic constant tokh5104. The values for the diameter
sab and energieseab are shown in Table I. All energieseab

are equal, and the colloid size is one order of magnitu
larger than the size of a monomer.

We simulated the system at a temperature that makes
Barker–Henderson mean collision diameters:14
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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dab
BH~b!52E

0

`

~e2buab~r !21!dr, ~3!

equal tosab for the three nonbonded potentials. This spec
temperature is given bykBTBH/eab515.079. This facilitates
comparison of our results to available findings for ha
spheres.

We performed off-lattice canonical Monte Carlo simul
tions with a fixed number of colloids (Nc) and polymer
chains (Np) in a periodic, cubic box of constant volumeV, at
constant temperature,T. A typical simulation contains a hun
dred colloids and several hundred polymer chains. Trial c
figurations were generated through a combination of re
tion and configuration bias moves for the chains, and rand
displacements of colloids and monomers.

The polymer concentration can be characterized as d
when the polymer density is smaller than

rp* 5~4pRg
3/3!21. ~4!

The quantityrp* is called the overlap density and represe
an approximate upper limit for the dilute regime. SinceRg

depends onrp5Np /V, it is often convenient to define th
overlap density usingRg5Rg0, the radius of gyration of an
isolated chain. Thus, the ratiorp /rp* corresponds to the
packing fractionhp for spheres of radiusRg0 at densityrp ,

hp5~4pRg0
3 /3!rp . ~5!

The packing fraction becomes greater than unity as the
tem enters the semidilute regime. In order to determineRg0,
a simulation of an isolated chain was performed, with
resultRg057.558smm. For the colloids, we express conce
tration in terms of the colloid volume fraction

TABLE I. Parameters of the nonbonding potentials.

a b sab /smm eab /emm

monomer monomer 1 1
monomer colloid 6 1
colloid colloid 11 1

TABLE II. Simulation results, with the estimated uncertainty in the la
decimal place given in parentheses.

State hp hc Rg /smm 1025U/emm bm inc

I 9.831026 0.0000 7.5578~2! 0.00783~1! 0.28744~9!
A0 0.0097 0.03358 7.5990~7! 0.314~2! 0.29183~5!
A1 0.0871 0.06715 7.5470~2! 0.393~9! 0.29589~7!
A2 0.1830 0.06715 7.5077~7! 0.825~2! 0.29983~7!
A3 0.3659 0.06715 7.4779~2! 1.65~5! 0.30836~1!
A4 0.7318 0.06715 7.3279~1! 3.3~1! 0.32930~3!
B1 0.2832 0.14552 7.3979~6! 0.59~1! 0.31459~3!
B2 0.5664 0.14552 7.2928~2! 1.189~3! 0.33324~7!
B3 1.1328 0.14552 7.0895~3! 2.38~5! 0.37894~2!
B4 1.2461 0.14552 7.0033~7! 2.63~8! 0.38677~6!
C1 0.2058 0.17244 7.3972~3! 0.365~4! 0.31380~4!
C2 0.4072 0.17244 7.3155~2! 0.72~1! 0.32700~5!
C3 0.8144 0.17244 7.1343~2! 1.45~5! 0.35687~2!
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The simulations were performed at the values ofhp and
hc listed in Table II. This same table shows results forRg ,
the total potential energy~U!, and the incremental chemica
potential (bm inc) of the polymer. The potential energy an
the radius of gyration were computed by ensemble ave
ing; their statistical errors were estimated using block av
ages by the Flyvbjerg–Petersen method.15 The excess chemi
cal potential was calculated by the method of incremen
Rosenbluth appending of Escobedo and de Pablo,16 using up
to four appended monomers.

For all simulations, we computed the three radial dis
bution functions between centers-of-mass of colloids a
polymer chains,gcc(r ), gcp(r ), andgpp(r ). Some of these
functions are shown in Figs. 1–3.

FIG. 1. The radial distribution function between polymer centers of ma
gpp(r ), at the states of Table II.~a! A1 ~solid!, A2 ~dotted–dashed!, A3
~dotted!, and A4~dots!; ~b! B1 ~solid!, B2 ~dotted–dashed!, B3 ~dotted!, and
B4 ~dots!; ~c! C1 ~solid!, C2 ~dotted!, and C3~dots!.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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III. EFFECTIVE COLLOID POTENTIAL BY INVERSION
OF g cc „r …

An effective one-component fluid can be introduc
whose particles interact via an effective potentialueff(r ).
This potential is defined by the requirement that the relat
g(r )5gcc(r ) be satisfied at the same values ofhc andb as
those of the colloid–polymer mixture.

For a one-component fluid, the Ornstein–Zerni
equation,14

h~r !5c~r !1rE h~r 8!c~ ur2r 8u!dr 8, ~7!

relates the total correlation functionh(r )5g(r )21 to the
direct correlation functionc(r ). The connection between th
correlation functions and the pair potentialu(r ) is made by
the ‘‘closure’’ relation,

g~r !5exp~2bu~r !1h~r !2c~r !1B~r !!. ~8!

The exact form of the closure is given by the form of t
bridge functionB(r ); this is usually done as a functional

FIG. 2. The polymer–colloid radial distribution function,gcp(r ), at the
states of Table II. Symbols as in Fig. 1.
Downloaded 02 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
n

B~r !5B~s~r !! ~9!

of the series function

s~r !5h~r !2c~r !. ~10!

As an instance, the HNC closure corresponds to

B~s!50. ~11!

The effective potential can be obtained from Eq.~8! by
settingu(r )5ueff(r ),

bueff~r !52 ln g~r !1h~r !2c~r !1B~h~r !2c~r !!.
~12!

It is important to note thatbueff(r ) differs from the potential
of mean forcebw(r )52 ln g(r) due to the presence of th
term s(r )1B(s) in Eq. ~12!.

As mentioned earlier, the HNC closure has been used
Bolhuis and co-workers along with the OZ equation to defi
effective potentials between the center-of-mass of two po
mers, or a polymer and a colloid.9–13 However, the HNC
closure is not particularly accurate for strongly repulsive

FIG. 3. The colloid–colloid radial distribution functiongcc(r ) at the states
of Table II. Symbols as in Fig. 1.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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teractions such as hard-sphere or Lennard-Jones pote
between two colloids.17 A good alternative in this latter cas
is the Duh–Henderson~DH! closure,

B~s!52
~917s!

~31s!~315s!
s2/2; s.0,

~13!B~s!52s2/2; s<0,

which was developed for LJ fluids by invertingB(s) data
from simulation and has been shown to give excell
results.18

There are other commonly used closures that could h
been used in the inversion procedure: in particular, the m
spherical approximation~MSA!,19,20 Martynov–Sarkisov
~MS!,21,22 and modified-Verlet~MV !23 closures have bee
extended from their original hard-sphere version of Lenna
Jones fluid variants. However,s(r ) is small outside of the
repulsive core. The Taylor expansion ofB(s) for the MSA,
MS, MV, and DH closure agree to leading order,

B~s!520.5s21O~s3!. ~14!

This means that the inversion procedure employed h
could not be sensitive to the replacement of the DH clos
by the MSA, MS, or MV closures, except deep inside t
core.

Using the DH closure, we inverted the simulated RD
between colloidsgcc(r ) in the colloid–polymer mixture in
order to obtain the corresponding effective potentials. In
limit hp→0 we expectueff(r )5ucc(r ), and therefore intro-
duce an effective depletion potential defined by

v~r !5ueff~r !2ucc~r !. ~15!

Figure 4 depictsbv(r ) for several simulated states. On
can see thatv(r ) is attractive, and approaches zero within
few Rg0 beyond r 5scc . As the polymer concentration i
increased, the range ofv(r ) diminishes and its strengt
grows. However, close to the overlap density,v(r ) appears
to develop a small positive maximum.

In order to test the consistency of the effective collo
potentials, we performed new canonical Monte Carlo sim
lations at the values ofhc shown in Table II, but this time for
the effective pure fluid usingucc(r )1v(r ) as the sole pair
interaction.

Figure 5 compares some of the functionsg(r ;bucc

1bv) ~obtained by simulation with the effective colloid po
tential! with the original pair distribution functionsgcc(r ) of
the colloid–polymer mixture. The agreement between b
sets of results is quantitative.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIALS

We fitted the effective depletion potentials to a form i
spired by the Derjaguin approximation,24

bv~r !5p
scc

2
wS r 2scc

D
21D , ~16!

where
Downloaded 02 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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w~x!5a0x31a1
2; x<0,

~17!
w~x!5e2x21~a3x31a2x2!1a1

2; x.0.

Although a simple polynomial fit could also be used, t
parameters in Eqs.~16! and~17! have simple physical inter
pretations:D controls the range of the interaction by settin
the position of its maximum. The parametera0 is related to
the magnitude of the depletion force ‘‘at contact’’ by

bF~scc!52p
scc

2 S 3a0

D D . ~18!

A convenient dimensionless measure of this force is given
F* 5sccbF(scc). The parametersa2 and a3 in Eq. ~17!
allow for a different fit beyond the maximum, but the fun
tional form ensures the continuity ofbv(r ) and its first de-
rivative at r 5scc1D.

Figure 6 shows the dependence ofD* 5D/Rg0 with the
total volume fraction,f5hp1hc . The range of the effec-
tive depletion potential becomes smaller asf is increased.
We fittedD* to the simple form,

FIG. 4. The effective depletion potentialbv(r ) at the states of Table II.
Symbols as in Fig. 1.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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D* 5
D0*

11f/f0
, ~19!

obtaining D0* 52.91360.080 andf050.64460.048. The
solid line in Fig. 6 represents this fit. The parameterf0 cor-
responds to a characteristic volume fraction, whereD* has
decreased to half of its maximum value,D0* . In the same

FIG. 5. Comparison of the original radial distribution function@gcc(r ),
solid line# and the effective radial distribution function@g(r ;v(r )), dots# at
~a! state A3 and~b! state C1.

FIG. 6. The ratio of the rangeD to Rg0 as a function of the total volume
fraction f5hp1hc . The solid line is a fit to Eq.~19!, and the dashed line
is the reduced range for the depletion potential between two isolated
sphere colloids as estimated in the literature~Ref. 12!.
Downloaded 02 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
figure we show the reduced range for the depletion poten
between two isolated hard sphere colloids, as calculated
Louis et al.12

In contrast toD* , the dimensionless force at consta
F* increases withf, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The paramete
D0* andf0 just described can be used to predictF* without
further fitting. The relationship

F* 5
~D0* f!2

11f/f0
, ~20!

shown in Fig. 7 as a solid line, is in good agreement with
simulation data.~The reduced force for the depletion pote
tial of Louis et al. for two hard spheres is also shown in th
figure.! It is of interest to point out that the valuef0

50.644 is close to the volume fractionfMRJ50.64 reported
by Torquatoet al. for the maximally random jammed state o
spheres,25 but at this point it is difficult to say whether ther
is a deeper connection between these quantities.

In this work we have focused on a single polymer siz
L5100. Preliminary results of simulations orL5300 and
L5500 indicate that atL5100 the radius of gyration alread
follows the scaling limitRg}L0.588within the statistical error
of our data. The sensitivity of the RDFgcc(r ) and the effec-
tive potential toL will be investigated in the future, but it is
expected to be small.

V. CONCLUSION

This work shows that accurate effective potentials can
derived for the interaction between colloids suspended i
colloid–polymer mixture. In contrast to models based on
fective interactions in a binary mixture, the effective dep
tion potentialbv(r ) considered here acts between the p
rd

FIG. 7. The reduced force at contactF* 5F(scc)/(kBT/scc) as a function
of f5hp1hc . The solid line is the prediction from Eq.~20!, and the
dashed line is the reduced force at contact for the depletion potentia
tween two isolated hard sphere colloids as predicted in the literature~Ref.
12!.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ticles of an effective, one-component fluid of colloid
particles. The structure and phase behavior of such an e
tive system may be determined by conventional theoret
or simulation techniques, thereby making more tractable
original problem of determining the behavior of the fu
colloid–polymer mixture.

For the effective two-component model proposed
Louis et al., the depletion interaction betweena pair of col-
loids can be determined from the effective polymer–polym
and colloid–polymer potentials, either by an additional sim
lation of the effective mixture or by superposition appro
mations on the one-particle density of the colloids.12 That
formulation has the benefit that simulations of the pure po
mer are sufficient to generate the necessary information.
density dependence of these potentials incorpor
polymer–polymer many-body contributions to the fr
energy,11 but colloid–colloid many-body contributions ar
not accounted for.

In contrast, the present calculation of the one-compon
effective potential by inversion of the colloid–colloid radi
distribution function proceeds in a simple manner from
single colloid–polymer mixture simulation. Furthermor
since the OZ equation accounts for the simultaneous p
ence of more than just a pair of colloids, one can take
vantage of simulations with substantial colloid densities
improve the averaging of the effective interactions and
incorporate the colloid many-body contributions directly in
the effective potential.

In regard to the analysis of the depletion potentials,
usefulness ofD0* and f0 for representing both the streng
and range ofbv(r ) supports their interpretation as chara
teristic parameters of the effective system. Their connec
to the original colloid–polymer mixture will be investigate
in the future.
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